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  USED TRUE 3 DOOR REFRIGERATOR
MERCHANDISER GDM-72

   Brand: TRUE Refrigeration
Product Code: USED GDM-72 7969416
Availability: In Stock
Weight: 0.00kg
Dimensions: 0.00cm x 0.00cm x 0.00cm

Price: $2,772.00 

Short Description
TRUE 3 DOOR REFRIGERATOR MERCHANDISER GDM-72

Description
TRUE 3 DOOR REFRIGERATED MERCHANDISER: RETAILS NEW FOR
$6,186

 

The True GDM-72-HC~TSL01 three-section glass door merchandiser holds packaged
foods at safe temperatures between 33 and 38 degrees Fahrenheit. It uses glass doors and
LED interior lighting to increase product visibility, raising the chance of impulse
purchases. Using R290 hydrocarbon refrigerant, an environmentally friendly option, the
capillary tube system keeps the product cold. Polyurethane insulation and low-E insulated
glass doors keep cold air inside the cabinet.

Operating in reverse for 20 seconds after the compressor turns on, the condensing fan
motor reduces dust build up on the condensing coil. Keeping the coil clean extends the
unit's lifespan and increases its efficiency. To use less energy and keep stored product
cool, this feature should be used alongside routine maintenance.

A bottom-mounted compressor provides accessibility to the internal components of this



glass door merchandiser for cleaning and servicing. So customers can reach products
stored on the lowest shelf, the bottom of the cabinet is lifted. The True GDM-72 three-
section glass door merchandiser is compliant to store and display packaged and bottled
products. It has a black powder coating on the exterior that resists peeling and chipping.

Product Details

3-door refrigerated merchandiser
Swing-out glass doors have insulated, double-pane glass to trap cold air
Self-closing doors help with temperature recovery
Each door has a 12-in. handle
Magnetic door gaskets are removable to simplify cleaning
Black powder-coated exterior is durable and non-peeling
Interior LED lighting helps provide product visibility
Foamed-in-place, high-density insulation keeps cool air inside the cabinet
12 PVC-coated wire shelves are adjustable in 1?2-in. increments
Clean-out drain located in cabinet floor for cleaning

Refrigeration System

Temperature range: 33-38 degrees F
Uses environmentally friendly R290 hydrocarbon refrigerant
Bottom-mounted condensing unit raises the bottom shelf for no-stoop access and
ensures components are accessible for cleaning and servicing
Evaporator and condenser fan motors move a more consistent volume of air,
producing less heat
Dust removed from condensing coil with reverse condensing fan motor
Epoxy-coated evaporator and powder-coated steel frame resist corrosion

Dimensions & Utilities

Shelves: 241?8 in. W x 203?4 in. D
Overall: 781?8 in. W x 311?4 in. D x 785?8 in. H
9.3 A, 1?2 HP
115 V/60 Hz/1 ph, 9-ft. cord with a NEMA 5-15P plug

 

COMES WITH 30 DAY WARRANTY - FROM TEXAS RESTAURANT
EQUIPMENT



WWW.TEXASRESTAURANTEQUIPMENT.COM

 

PRODUCT
SHEET: 
https://assets.katomcdn.com/raw/upload/v1686663908/products/598/598-GDM72BK/598
-GDM72BK.pdf

 

PICKUP AND FREIGHT: TO BE ARRANGED AFTER PURCHASE, ITEM IS
LOCATED IN HOUSTON, TX.

 

Serial: 7969416

 

Year: 2014
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